ICE MELT
MELT
• MELTS FAST
TO TEMPS
AS LOW AS
-5° F!
• RETAIL
APPEAL!
• DYED BLUE
FOR EASY
APPLICATION
COATED
WITH

THE CATALYST

THAT IGNITES MELTING POWER

THE PERFORMANCE ENHANCING
CATALYST THAT PROVIDES
INSTANT MELTING ACTION

ignites the entire ice melting process. AMC is
the synergist that combines all 4 ingredients
into one and allows for faster, more effective
melting - even at temperatures as low as
-5° F. ICE NO MOR’s unique formula allows
for each individual ingredient to melt more
effectively and much faster.
BLUE DYE
A non-staining food dye is added to ICE NO
MOR to aid in visibility during the application
process. The water-soluble blue dye makes
the spreading process easy and reduces the
odds of over-application.
COLD WEATHER POWER
ICE NO MOR starts working immediately to
melt away snow and ice - even when the
temperature dips as low as -5° F!

COATED WITH AMC
ICE NO MOR now performs even faster.
AMC, the catalyst that ignites melting power,
has been added to ICE NO MOR to improve
the speed and performance of the product.
The AMC contained in ICE NO MOR allows
for the ice melting crystals to form an ice
melting brine very quickly. This allows for an
extremely fast melt to temperatures as low
as -5° F.
MULTI-INGREDIENT ACTION
ICE NO MOR is a 4-ingredient ice melt that
takes advantage of three fast acting materials
- AMC, Calcium chloride, and Magnesium
chloride. These three ingredients react
quickly to form an ice melting brine, which

ICE MELT

THE CATALYST

THAT IGNITES MELTING POWER

EC Grow has successfully established a
formula all its own to bring one of the
fastest acting and safest liquid de-icers to
the granular market.
MELT ICE FAST WITH
ICE NO MOR AND AMC
ICE NO MOR is coated with AMC, the catalyst
that ignites melting power, for instant
melting action! AMC provides ICE NO MOR
with the boost it needs to conquer any
winter weather - even when temperatures
drop to -5° F.
So for speed, low-temp melting power and
long-lasting results, reach no further than
ICE NO MOR Ice Melt with AMC!
Ice No Mor

SAFE TO THE OUTDOORS
ICE NO MOR is safe to vegetation and wildlife
when used as directed.
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SAFE ON CONCRETE & TREATED WOOD
When used as directed, ICE NO MOR will
not damage treated wood or air-entrained
quality concrete. ICE NO MOR’s powerful
formula melts for an extended period,
allowing for more water to evaporate.
This will minimize damage caused by
repeated freeze/thaw cycles.
NO MESSY RESIDUE
ICE NO MOR doesn’t leave a white film or oily
residue on sidewalks to track indoors.
NO HASSLE STORAGE & HANDLING
ICE NO MOR requires no special handling
instructions and has an unlimited shelf-life.

ITEM
PACKAGE
NUMBER
SIZE
800-0010 10# Bag (6 per bale)
800-0012 12# Jug (4 per case)
800-0020
20# Bag
800-0040
40# Pail
800-0050
50# bag
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DIRECTIONS:

Spread at the rate of about 1/4 cup per sq.
yd. Leaves no messy white residue to coat
sidewalks or to be tracked into buildings.
Remove the slush immediately to prevent
penetration of porous areas and cracks in the
concrete, as continual thawing and freezing
action can cause damage to poor quality
concrete. Will not harm carpet or floors.

PALLET
WEIGHT
2450 Lbs.
1500 Lbs.
2450 Lbs.
2450 Lbs.
2500 Lbs.
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Ice No Mor + AMC
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Grams of Water Produced

ICE NO MOR is an ice melter specifically
formulated for high performance melting.
It will eliminate the worst ice and snow
quickly and to temperatures as low as -5° F.
ICE NO MOR contains AMC, Calcium chloride,
and Magnesium chloride, which work quickly
to form an ice melting brine. This brine
is essential for fast melting action at low
temperatures. Its 4-ingredient blend is safe
to concrete and is gentle to surrounding
vegetation. Don’t worry about a mess - ICE
NO MOR leaves no chalky residue to track
indoors.

SAFE TO YOU
ICE NO MOR contains ingredients that will
not cause skin irritation or harmful side
effects.

COATED
WITH

QUANTITY
PER PALLET
240 Bags (40 bales)
120 Jugs (30 cases)
120 Bags
60 Pails
49 Bags

UPC
CODE
24378-50010
24378-50030	
24378-50050
24378-50150
24378-50070

